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Best in Show and Best 

Intermediate 

FERGUSSON & ROSE K & 

L 

KARLINKA FLYING SOLO 

RUBIS Dryden R CH SEAQUINCE WINTER PRINCESS 

Reserve Challenge Dog Dryden, R GR CH ROBSCOTT FLINDERS 

Reserve Challenge Bitch & Best 

Aust Bred 

Hayes, J CH ROBSCOTT LADY NINA 

Best Minor Sanders, G GILLECKY IN ALL HONESTY 

Best Junior QUINN C SEAQUINCE CREATIVE TOUCH 

Best Open Dryden, G & R, Hayes, J CH GLENHEATH ESSENCE (IMP UK) 

Best Neuter QUINN C. CH ROBSCOTT ICE PRINCESS 

Breeders Team Dryden, R Robscott 

   
Best in Show and Best Intermediate RUBIS Res Ch Bitch & Best Aust. Bred 

   
Reserve Challenge Dog Best Minor Best Junior 

  

 

Best Open Best Neuter  



 

Judges Critique. 
Firstly I would like to thank the Scottish Terrier club for the invitation to Judge at your last show 09th October 2016. It has been 

many years since I have judged at the Scotty club show. In all those years, I have had the pleasure of watching many Scotties 

coming through & winning major awards along the way. PS Can’t forget the Club catering of the lunch either.  

Congratulations to all my winners & wish you all the best for the future.  

Overall, I found the Scotties to be of thick-set and ready to go to ground if required.  

Heads long with punishing jaws, planes parallel and of equal length. Dark eyes well set under their eyebrows. The odd sets of ears 

were large but on the whole they were correct. Mouth no problems. Necks again were muscular and of the moderate length 

required. Coats – lovely, harsh and double.  

Personally where I can see improvements would be in the forequarters and body. Not all Scotties had the required slung forechest 

i.e. they were up on leg and this followed through to the hindquarters i.e. straighter in stifle giving the appearance of roached 

topline. In addition I would like to see more 2nd thigh. We can’t forget that a Scotty must have big, wide buttocks.  

So the body, the Scotty should be proportionately short backed & this comes from the ribs extending well back not from a longer 

loin. I felt some of the Scotties were becoming too long in body therefore loosing strength and substance. However by looking and 

thinking about your breeding this can be overcome.  

Once again, thankyou for the opportunity  

Regards  

Rebecca Preece-Harvey 
 


